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Abstract
 tilt grain
Using density functional theory, we study the segregation and diﬀusion of carbon interstitials at a nickel R3 ð1 1 2Þ
boundary (GB) as a function of C coverage and Ni magnetic state. We ﬁnd that segregation is most favorable for a ‘‘checkerboard’’
conﬁguration at a coverage of 12 monolayer in both non-magnetic (NM) and ferromagnetic (FM) states, with FM (NM) heats of
segregation approaching 0.5 (0.3) eV per C atom. Segregation is 0.1–0.2 eV stronger in the FM state, because C interstitials suppress Ni magnetism, and this suppression is minimized when C resides at the boundary. Carbon GB diﬀusion is predicted to be
highly anisotropic: calculated energy barriers (Ea) for migration parallel to the ½1 
1 0 tilt axis are signiﬁcantly smaller
(Ea = 0.44–0.77 eV) than for lattice diﬀusion (Ea = 1.62 eV), while barriers perpendicular to ½1 
1 0 are comparable to those of lattice
diﬀusion. Changes in barrier height due to Ni magnetism are (with one exception) relatively small, and are evident only when the
diﬀusion pathway bisects highly compressed GB sites.
 2004 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The properties of crystalline materials, while dependent upon their overall composition, are determined in
large part by their microstructure. Grain boundaries
(GB), in particular, are known to have a signiﬁcant impact upon the macroscopic properties of polycrystalline
solids [1], as they can support higher concentrations of
point defects, and can exhibit lower activation energies
for diﬀusion [2] in comparison to the bulk lattice. The
favorable mechanical properties of nanocrystalline
materials, which are characterized by a high volume
density of GBs, further highlights the need to under*
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stand and control the fundamental properties of these
internal interfaces.
Pioneering experimental work by Hoﬀman [3], along
with later studies by Sommer and co-workers [4], have
demonstrated some of the unusual properties of GBs
in metals. In particular, they have shown that GB selfdiﬀusion in oriented silver bicrystals is generally anisotropic – both for low- and high-angle boundaries – with
diﬀusion occurring most rapidly along the [0 0 1] tilt
axis. Experiments performed by Parthasarathy and
Shewmon [5] on the diﬀusion of C interstitials along
Ni GBs revealed that boundary diﬀusion was four orders of magnitude faster than lattice diﬀusion. In addition, atom probe ﬁeld-ion microscopy experiments
performed by von Alvensleben [6] on Ni–1 at.% C alloys
found high concentrations of segregated C (25–35 at.%)
at two grain boundaries.
While experimental techniques can readily measure
the impact of GBs on materials properties, they are less
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well suited to probe the atomic-scale mechanisms and
structures which underly these eﬀects. In this regard,
atomistic computer simulations based mostly upon
(semi-)empirical potentials have proven invaluable,
and have rapidly grown in complexity [7–10]. The primary advantage of these methods is their low computational cost, which is beneﬁcial for modeling complex
processes such as diﬀusion.
One of the ﬁrst atomistic studies of GB segregation was
performed by Foiles [11], in which embedded-atom
method (EAM) potentials were used in conjunction with
Monte-Carlo simulations to model segregation to symmetric twist boundaries in Ni–Cu alloys. Rittner and Seidman [12] later investigated the segregation of Pd to 21
symmetric Æ1 1 0æ tilt boundaries in Ni. Regarding GB diffusion, Sörensen and co-workers [13] recently performed
a detailed EAM study of self-diﬀusion mechanisms within
two symmetric tilt (R5) boundaries in Cu by combining a
variety of techniques. This, and related work by Suzuki
and Mishin [14], have identiﬁed new diﬀusion mechanisms involving the concerted motion of multiple atoms.
However, one of the drawbacks regarding the use of
empirical potentials is their limited transferability: it is
diﬃcult to construct accurate potentials for alloy systems
containing non-metallic elements, such as the Ni–C system mentioned above. Issues related to magnetism are
also not commonly accessible via these methods. To address more complicated materials, theoretical insight
has therefore increasingly relied upon ﬁrst-principles
simulations based on density functional theory (DFT)
[15,16]. For the most part, previous DFT calculations
have focused on the energetics of boundaries [17–20]
and the impact of solute segregation upon intergranular
cohesion [21–23]. For example, a series of studies by Freeman and co-workers (see [22] and references therein) have
investigated the embrittling eﬀects of various alloying
agents upon Ni and Fe GBs. First-principles investigations of GB diﬀusion [24,25] are less common, due in part
to the high computational cost of evaluating migration
energy barriers. A recent study by Stumpf et al. [24] considered oxygen migration along a Pt R5 GB, and found no
indication of anisotropic diﬀusion. However, EAM simulations [13] of interstitialcy (self)- migration in the same
R5 GB in Cu have found that diﬀusion should be signiﬁcantly faster in directions parallel to the [0 0 1] tilt axis.
Here, we present an ab initio study of C interstitial
segregation to, and diﬀusion within, a Ni R3 symmetric
tilt GB. From an applications perspective, the Ni–C system serves as a prototype for the class of interstitial alloys comprising austenitic steels. Other uses include
electrodeposits and micro electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS), where C is incorporated via organic precursors such as saccharin (C7H4NO3S) [26]. The speciﬁc
{1 1 2} boundary we consider here is a commonly occurring element in the microstructure of highly twinned,
nanocrystalline Ni-based electrodeposits [27–29].

From a more fundamental perspective, many basic
properties of grain boundaries remain incompletely
understood. For example, while experiments [4,3] on
symmetric tilt boundaries have shown that self-diﬀusion
is generally faster parallel to the tilt axis, recent simulations [14] have found no such trend. Although an earlier
study [30] has established the connection between bulk
magnetism and the surface segregation of impurities,
ﬁrst-principles simulations of impurity segregation and
diﬀusion at GBs in magnetic materials have yet to be
reported.
The primary goals of this study are: (1) to determine
if C segregation to the Ni R3 {1 1 2} GB is favorable; (2)
to investigate the anisotropy of C GB diﬀusion, and (3)
to identify whether Ni magnetism alters GB segregation
and diﬀusion, indicating diﬀerent behavior above and
below the Curie point. To identify the equilibrium segregation geometry, we consider several ordered structures
of GB-segregated C with ‘‘coverages’’ of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
and 1 monolayers (ML). (The coverage is deﬁned in
terms of the fractional occupancy of GB trigonal prism
sites.) Based on the calculated heats of segregation, the
most favorable structure for segregated C has a ‘‘checkerboard’’ geometry with a (local) coverage of 0.5 ML.
Nickel ferromagnetism acts as an additional driving
force for GB segregation, in a similar fashion to what
was observed for surface segregation [30]. Next, using
transition-state-ﬁnding techniques based on the nudged
elastic band method [31], we carefully map out the energy landscape for C GB diﬀusion between segregation
sites along three pathways, drawing comparisons between results obtained for Ni in the non-magnetic and
ferromagnetic states. Based on the relative sizes of the
energy barriers for atom migration (Ea), we conclude
that diﬀusion within this GB should be highly anisotropic, with very fast diﬀusion (relative to lattice diﬀusion) occurring along the ½1 1 0 tilt axis. For the most
part, Ni magnetism was found to have only a small impact upon the size of the calculated barriers. Finally, we
brieﬂy investigate the inﬂuence of GB coverage upon
Eas, and show that – at least for the speciﬁc mechanism
considered here – a higher coverage impedes diﬀusion
only slightly.

2. Computational details
Our density functional [15,16] calculations were performed with the VASP code [32], which uses a planewave
basis for expansion of the electronic wavefunctions, and
ultrasoft pseudopotentials [33,34] to replace the computationally expensive, yet chemically inert, core electrons.
Brillouin zone sampling was performed using eight irreducible k-points generated from a 4 · 1 · 4 Monkhorst–
Pack grid [35], which produced heat of segregation
values converged to within 0.02 eV. Electronic occupan-
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cies were determined according to a Methfessel–Paxton
scheme [36] with an energy smearing of 0.1 eV. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew and
co-workers [37] (PW91) was used for the exchangecorrelation energy, and planewave convergence testing
revealed that a 290-eV cutoﬀ was suﬃcient to converge
total energies to within 1 meV/atom. In an earlier study
[38], we calculated the heat of solution, activation energy for C lattice diﬀusion, and C–C binding energy
for the bulk Ni–C system, and found very good agreement with experimental data, validating our theoretical
technique. In this study we explore the inﬂuence of the
magnetic state of Ni upon C GB segregation and diﬀusion by comparing results obtained with spin-polarized
(ferromagnetic) and spin-averaged (non-magnetic) calculations. The ferromagnetic calculations are representative of the room- and low-temperature (T < TCurie
 627 K) properties of Ni, while the high-temperature
regime is approximated by the non-magnetic
conﬁguration.

3. Model geometry
The R3 ð1 1 
2Þ ½1 
1 0 symmetric tilt GB was constructed by ﬁrst cleaving an FCC Ni lattice along a
{1 1 2} plane. One half of the separated crystal was then
rotated 180 about an axis normal to this plane. Re-joining the two grains after the removal of overlapping
boundary atoms produced the desired R3 structure.
The resulting GB supercell has orthorhombic symmetry
(Fig. 1), with lattice vectors aligned with the Æ1 1 0æ,
Æ1 1 2æ, and Æ1 1 1æ crystallographic directions, with
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respective lengths of 2paﬃﬃ2; 20paﬃﬃ6; and 3paﬃﬃ3, where
a = 3.525 Å is the bulk lattice constant obtained from
a separate primitive cell calculation. This geometry
amounts to a 2 · 1 in-plane replication of the minimum
GB structural unit, and consists of 48 Ni atoms, four
{2 2 0} planes, and three {1 1 1} planes, respectively
(see Figs. 1 and 2(a)). Normal to the boundary each
grain consists of six {2 2 4} planes which are terminated
with free {1 1 2} surfaces and a 10 Å vacuum region.
The dimensions of the supercell were ﬁxed during the
course of the simulations, however, all atomic coordinates were relaxed to a force tolerance of 0.05 eV/Å.
(For the diﬀusion calculations the free surface atoms
were constrained to the positions obtained during the
previous segregation relaxations.)
The relaxed GB structure in the absence of C is
shown in Fig. 1, where ﬁlled/empty circles represent
alternate {2 2 0} planes, and the GB plane runs horizontally through the center of the ﬁgure. There is a slight
displacement of the grains across the boundary of about
a ﬃﬃ
p
along [1 1 1], which is in reasonable agreement with
3 3
previous computational [20,39,40] and experimental
[40–43] structural determinations. 1 The zero Kelvin
boundary energy was calculated 2 to be 837 and 866
mJ/m2 for the NM and FM states, respectively, in good
agreement with earlier EAM calculations [39]. The
atomic structure at the boundary diﬀers from the bulk
FCC ordering, and can be described in terms of repeating capped trigonal prisms, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
two favorable sites for C occupation (see below) are located within the trigonal prisms, and are indicated with
the numbers ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2.’’ (For clarity, only the capped
trigonal prism surrounding site 1 is shown in Fig. 1.)
Since our GB supercell is replicated along ½1 1 0, there
are two additional equivalent sites per cell displaced
along ½1 1 0 by a distance of paﬃﬃ2. We distinguish these
equivalent sites as 1a and 1b, or 2a and 2b; see Fig.
2(a) for an illustration of these sites.

4. Grain boundary segregation
1
2

Our segregation calculations employ 1–4 C atoms per
supercell, resulting in a C concentration of 2–7.7 at.%
for the entire cell. Based on the fractional occupancy
1

[112]

[110]

[111]

 ½110
 tilt grain boundary. In this projection, the
Fig. 1. Ni R3 ð1 12Þ
½1 
1 0 tilt axis is normal to the plane of the page, and the supercell has
been replicated four times along [1 1 1]. Black and white circles
represent Ni atoms in alternate {2 2 0} planes, and the capped trigonal
prisms which constitute the GB structural units are outlined with solid
(prisms) and dotted (caps) lines. The two most favorable sites for C
occupation are identiﬁed as ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’. See also Fig. 2

The relaxed GB structure was determined by a partial gamma
surface calculation, in which the grains were incrementally oﬀset along
Æ1 1 1æ, followed by relaxation of all atomic coordinates along
directions normal to Æ1 1 1æ. High resolution transmission electron
microscopy has found similar atomic structures for this boundary in Al
[40,41], Au [42], and Pt [43]. In Ni the structure is believed to be the
same, but to our knowledge has not yet been imaged.
2
The boundary energy was estimated using a supercell containing
2 GBs and no vacuum region. The cell dimension normal to the
boundary plane was optimized: the separation between GBs was
16.7 Å.
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Fig. 2. Expanded view of the GB along a direction perpendicular to the ð1 1 2Þ boundary plane; atoms above the plane have been removed for
clarity. The area of the supercell is indicated with a dotted rectangle in panel (a), along with the four favorable C segregation sites: 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b.
Panels (b) through (h) illustrate some of the (unrelaxed) conﬁgurations of GB-segregated C, and the corresponding (relaxed) average FM heats of
segregation, DH avg
seg (see Table 1 and Eq. (2)). The most favorable of these structures is the ‘‘checkerboard’’ conﬁguration, panel (f).

of trigonal prism GB sites (see below), this concentration range is equivalent to a GB coverage (h) of either
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, or 1 ML of C, respectively. The likelihood for GB segregation was assessed by calculating
the incremental heat of segregation ðDH inc
seg Þ, deﬁned as:
N
N 1
DH inc
seg ¼ Etot ðC GB Þ  Etot ðC GB þ C bulk Þ;

ð1Þ

Etot ðC NGB Þ

where
is the total energy of a relaxed-ion
supercell with N C interstitials at the GB, and
Etot ðC NGB1 þ C bulk Þ is the equivalent energy for a supercell
containing N  1 C atoms at the GB and one C atom at
a bulk-like octahedral [38] interstitial site. To facilitate
comparisons with other segregation studies we also tabulate the average heat of segregation ðDH avg
seg Þ per C
atom, deﬁned as the diﬀerence in energy between N C
atoms in the GB vs. in bulk solid solution:
N
N
avg
1
DH avg
seg ¼ N ½Etot ðC GB Þ  Etot ðC bulk Þ. Note that DH seg can
inc
be obtained from DH seg according to
DH avg
seg ¼

N
1 X
DH inc
seg ðN ; iÞ;
N i¼1

ð2Þ

where DH inc
seg ðN ; iÞ is the incremental heat of segregation
for the ith C atom, leading up to a speciﬁc N-atom GB
coverage. For example, H avg
seg  N for the conﬁguration
in which C atoms occupy the 1a and 2b GB sites
(Fig. 2(f), 0.92 eV FM) is given by DH inc
seg to the 1a site
(Fig. 2(b), 0.39 eV), plus DH inc
to
the
2b
site taking the
seg
1a site as occupied (0.53 eV).
For this study, we assume that C occupies interstitial
sites (Cint) both in the lattice and at the GB. This is a
reasonable approximation considering the small atomic

size of C relative to Ni (atomic radius of C,
RC = 0.61RNi), and experimental evidence suggesting C
is an interstitial in the lattice [44]. Furthermore, calculated (NM) formation energies for substitutional C
(Csub) in the lattice and GB are, respectively, 1.4 and
0.99 eV greater than for Cint in similar environments. 3
Optimization of the Csub geometry (in both GB and lattice conﬁgurations) resulted in a large relaxation of the
C away from the center of the substitutional site, where
it adopted an ‘‘interstitial-like’’ coordination, indicating
its relatively small size.
To identify possible segregation sites, we performed a
preliminary search over 13 diﬀerent GB positions using
the primitive (1 · 1) cell geometry (24 Ni atoms), consisting of two f2 2 0g planes and taking Ni to be in
the non-magnetic (NM) spin state. (This cell is half the
size along ½1 1 0 of the supercell depicted in Fig. 2(a).)
Two favorable sites were identiﬁed, corresponding to
positions 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 (i.e., sites 1a and 2a in
Fig. 2(a)), both of which exhibit octahedral coordination upon relaxation. Next, the supercell dimension
was doubled along ½1 1 0, and DH inc
seg was reevaluated
for these two positions, assuming both NM and ferromagnetic (FM) states. Except where explicitly noted,
our segregation and diﬀusion calculations used this 48
Ni atom 2 · 1 supercell, illustrated in Fig 2(a).

3

The formation energy for Csub at the GB was evaluated only for
the most compressed GB site, which should be the most favorable site
for substitution of the smaller C atom.
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Table 1
inc
Average ðDH avg
seg Þ and incremental ðDH seg Þ heats of segregation (in eV) to speciﬁed GB sites as a function of magnetic state and C coverage
Site(s)

C Coverage, h

DH avg
seg NM

DH avg
seg FM

DH inc
seg NM

DH inc
seg FM

1a
2a
1a + 1b
1a + 2a
1a + 2b
2a + 2b
(1a, 2b) + 2a
(1a, 2b) + 1b
(1a, 2b, 2a) + 1b

0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.75
0.75
1

0.26
0.23
0.24
0.17
0.28
0.20
0.08
0.13
0.35

0.39
0.32
0.02
0.34
0.46
0.04
0.13
0.14
0.10

0.26
0.23
0.73
0.08
0.29
0.63
0.79
0.95
1.15

0.39
0.32
0.42
0.28
0.53
0.40
0.52
0.49
0.79

Segregation sites are described using the notation ‘‘occupied site(s) + target segregation site’’. For example, DH inc
seg for the (1a, 2b) + 2a conﬁguration
(Fig. 2(h)) gives the heat of segregation to a 2a site, with sites 1a and 2b occupied as in Fig. 2(f). DH avg
seg is deﬁned in Eq. (2).

We focus ﬁrst on the segregation of an isolated C
atom, for which heat of segregation data are reported
in the ﬁrst two rows of Table 1. Note that DH inc
seg values
for the xa (Fig. 2(b)) and xb sites (x = 1,2) are equal by
symmetry; for simplicity, we therefore report data for atype sites only.
As shown in Table 1, DH inc
seg for the 1a and 2a sites
ðh ¼ 14Þ are negative and roughly similar for a given
magnetic state: about 0.25 eV in the NM state, and
0.35 eV in the FM state, with site 1 being slightly preferred over site 2 by approximately 30 and 70 meV,
respectively. Neglecting entropic contributions, sites
for which DH inc
seg < 0 would be candidates for GB segregation. Tests performed on a supercell with a doubled
dimension along ½1 
1 0 (96 Ni atoms, h ¼ 18) indicate
that DH inc
for
the
present
case ðh ¼ 14Þ capture segregaseg
tion energies for the low-coverage limit rather well.
1
For example, DH inc
seg to the 1a site at 8 ML (0.23 eV
NM, 0.41 eV FM) diﬀers from the 14 ML value by at
most 0.03 eV. The magnitude of DH inc
seg , falling in the
range of 0.25 to 0.35 eV, would place this system
in the moderate- to strongly segregating regime. 4
The heat of segregation is generally more negative in
the FM state, suggesting that Ni ferromagnetism provides an additional driving force for GB segregation.
This magnetically enhanced segregation can be understood by examining the impact of the C interstitial upon
the Ni magnetization. In two earlier studies [30,38], we
demonstrated that C interstitials disrupt Ni ferromagnetism, partially suppressing the magnetic moments of
adjacent Ni atoms and reducing the total moment of
the supercell. This disruption is energetically unfavorable. In Table 2, we report the total supercell magnetic
moment and the average moments on Ni atoms nearest-neighbor (NN) to the C interstitial, for C at various
positions in the GB supercell. The addition of a C interstitial reduces the total magnetic moment of the clean

4
Conventionally, DHseg J 0.1 eV corresponds to weak segregation, while strong segregation is characterized by DHseg [ 0.4 eV.

Table 2
Total supercell magnetic moment, average moment for Ni atoms
nearest-neighbor (NN) to C, and average Ni–C bond length for the
clean (C-free) GB, and for three GB supercells with an interstitial C in
various positions
GB

Supercell

Average NN

Average Ni–C

Conﬁguration

Mag. (lB)

Ni Mag. (lB)

Bond length (Å)

Clean GB
C in bulk
C at 1a
C at 2a

30.79
27.45
28.35
28.00

0.21
0.35
0.27

1.85
1.95
1.90

The magnetic moment of a bulk-like Ni atom was calculated to be
0.65lB.

(C-free) supercell of 30.8lB by 2.4–3.3lB, depending
on C position. This fact is reﬂected by the atomic moments of the Ni atoms NN to the C, which are suppressed to 0.21–0.35lB from the C-free value of about
0.65lB.
Table 2 also illustrates that the CÕs disruption of magnetism is largest when at a bulk site, where the total moment is reduced by 3.3lB relative to the C-free case. The
disruption is reduced when C segregates to either of the
favorable GB sites, resulting in smaller magnetization
reductions of 2.4 and 2.8lB for sites 1a and 2a, respectively. The magnetic enhancement of the heat of segregation is most pronounced for the 1a site, which is
consistent with this site having the smallest reduction
in total magnetization. The size of the FM enhancement
to DH inc
seg , 130 meV for site 1a and 90 meV for site 2a,
is of the correct order of magnitude given each siteÕs
change in supercell magnetization (relative to the bulk
site), and the calculated magnetization energy of bulk
Ni, Emag  55 meV/atom [38].
It is likely that the CÕs impact upon magnetism is reduced when at the GB because the boundary is a region
of excess free volume, allowing for a more natural adoption of Ni–C bonding without the compressive stresses
characterizing the smaller sites within the lattice. As
can be seen in Table 2 the average Ni–C bond length
at the GB is larger than in the bulk. Bond lengths are
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also largest for the 1a site, which has the greatest total
moment of any of the C-containing supercells.
Carbon segregation in FM Ni could also be enhanced
if the boundary plane was inherently non-magnetic or
only weakly ferromagnetic.
To examine this possibility we evaluated the site-projected moments within the C-free supercell. No diﬀerence in magnetization at the GB was observed relative
to that for bulk-like atoms, suggesting that this eﬀect
is not relevant here. [However, we did ﬁnd enhanced
moments of 0.71lB at the {1 1 2} free surfaces (relative
to a 0.65lB moment in bulk), consistent with previous
studies of surface magnetism [45].]
An additional topic of interest concerns the equilibrium atomic structure and coverage of GB-segregated
C. To explore this issue we have calculated the heats
of segregation of several ordered GB structures with C
coverages of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 ML. (Disordered
structures are not considered here due to computational
limits on the size of our supercell.) Rows 3–9 of Table 1
list heats of segregation for coverages in the range
0.5 6 h 6 1. The unrelaxed structures corresponding to
most of these conﬁgurations are illustrated in Fig. 2.
To estimate the equilibrium coverage we focus on
DH inc
seg ; in principle, segregation will stop when the addition of C to the GB becomes energetically unfavorable,
5
i.e., when DH inc
For h > 0.25 ML, DH inc
seg > 0.
seg is negative only for the 1a + 2a and 1a + 2b geometries at
h = 0.5, suggesting that segregation is unlikely for
h > 0.5 ML. Although there appear to be no experimental measurements of C segregation to the present {1 1 2}
boundary, atom probe ﬁeld-ion microscopy has reported high C concentrations of 25–35 at.% at two Ni
GBs of unknown orientation [6]. This observation is in
good agreement with our predicted level of segregation
(0.5 ML), which, when expressed in terms of the atomic
density of the {1 1 2} boundary plane, is equivalent to
25 at.% C.
Of the ordered structures considered here, the most
favorable conﬁguration for GB-segregated C is the
1a + 2b ‘‘checkerboard’’ geometry of Fig. 2(f), which
has the most negative DH avg
seg (Eq. (2) of all candidate
structures: DH avg
¼
0:28
eV (NM), 0.46 eV (FM).
seg
Segregation to 2b sites is stronger in the presence of
occupied 1a sites ½DH inc
seg ¼ 0:53 eV ðFMÞ, relative to
isolated type-2 sites ½DH inc
seg ¼ 0:32 eV ðFMÞ. Based
on these energetics, the behavior of C at this GB is expected to be similar to that of an ordered adsorbate
layer on a surface. For h < 0.5, GB C will preferentially
exist as checkerboard ‘‘islands’’ whose coverage of the
boundary plane will grow in proportion to the amount
5
An alternative measure of C concentration at the GB could be
achieved with a properly parameterized empirical potential and
Monte-Carlo simulations, as done for Ni–Cu in [11], however this
has not been done here.

of segregated C. Although this checkerboard structure
may contain a signiﬁcant number of random vacancies,
an investigation of vacancy eﬀects would require calculations on large supercells, which has not been done
here.

5. Grain boundary diﬀusion
As with lattice diﬀusion, GB diﬀusion is commonly
described in terms of an Arrhenius expression,
D ¼ D0 exp



Ea
:
kBT

ð3Þ

Here D is the diﬀusivity, D0 is the exponential prefactor, Ea is the activation energy for atom migration,
kB the Boltzmann factor, and T is the absolute temperature. Our focus here is on calculating Ea for the diﬀusion of C interstitials between favorable segregation
sites at the GB. Since the magnitude of the diﬀusivity
is largely determined by Ea, knowledge of these barriers would allow an assessment of whether GB diﬀusion
is faster than in the bulk lattice. Furthermore, the possibility of anisotropic GB diﬀusion can be explored by
mapping out the activation energy proﬁles for migration along orthogonal directions in the boundary
plane.
The instantaneous energies and atomic geometries as
a function of C position along a given diﬀusion pathway
were evaluated using large-scale nudged elastic band
(NEB) calculations [31]. In this method, a series of system images trace the path between predeﬁned local minima on the potential energy surface. In the present case,
the local minima endpoints were taken to be favorable
segregation sites, and the initial intermediate images
were generated through linear interpolation. 6 The minimum energy path between endpoints was then determined by minimizing the atomic forces on each image
(to a tolerance of 0.05 eV/Å via the quick-min algorithm,) normal to the local hypertangent. The images
are coupled via a ﬁctitious spring force having a non-zero
component parallel to the hypertangent. In combination,
this relaxation scheme prevents so-called corner-cutting
and image agglomeration [31]. Moreover, the forces projected along the hypertangent at each image can be used
to reﬁne the estimate of Ea through spline interpolation.
Although our supercell contains only a moderate number of atoms (49), the NEB calculations performed here
required a large number of images to accurately resolve
the multiple maxima encountered along some of the

6

It was necessary to manually adjust the initial NEB geometries in
cases where linear interpolation generated images with small distances
between adjacent atoms.
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Table 3
Activation energies (Ea) for C interstitial diﬀusion between speciﬁed
sites in the GB and between adjacent octahedral sites in the bulk
lattice, assuming a C GB coverage of 14 ML
Endpoints

Direction relative to tilt axis

Ea NM (eV)

Ea FM (eV)

1a ! 1b
2a ! 2b
1a ! 1a
Bulk [38]

k
k
^

0.77
0.44
1.72
1.62

0.73
0.44
1.92
1.60

For the 1a ! 1a pathway only the largest Ea is listed.

pathways; using 16 simultaneous images resulted in a
large calculation containing 784 atoms.
We examined three pathways for C interstitial
migration within the GB plane, as summarized in
Table 3. Two pathways were taken as parallel to the
½1 1 0 tilt axis, 1a ! 1b and 2a ! 2b, while the other
pathway was normal to the tilt axis (along [1 1 1]),
and used equivalent 1a sites as endpoints
(1a ! 1a). 7 The C GB concentration was initially
set at 14 ML. Due to the modest size of our supercell
along ½1 
1 0 we expect C–C image interactions to have
an eﬀect on calculated Eas comparable in size to the
diﬀerence in DH inc
seg between h = 0.25 and h = 0.5 (i.e.,
a few tens of meV). For each pathway we determined
the impact of Ni magnetism upon the Eas by ﬁrst performing a NM NEB calculation, followed by an
equivalent FM calculation.
The results of our GB NEB calculations are illustrated in Fig. 3, where we simultaneously plot the total
energy (left ordinate, for both NM and FM calculations) and total magnetization (right ordinate) as a function of hyperdistance along each diﬀusion pathway. For
comparison, we also include data from our earlier study
of C diﬀusion between bulk octahedral sites; [38] see also
Table 3. Considering ﬁrst the NM pathways along the
tilt axis (depicted by solid lines and ﬁlled circles in
the top panel of Fig. 3), we ﬁnd relatively small Eas:
0.77 eV for 1a ! 1b, and 0.44 eV for 2a ! 2b. As expected, the energy proﬁles are symmetric about their
midpoints since a mirror plane bisects the ½1 
1 0 path.
In comparison to lattice diﬀusion, for which our calculations predict Ea = 1.62 eV, the rate of GB diﬀusion
along the tilt axis should be signiﬁcantly faster. This is
in reasonable agreement with the experimental trends
observed by Parthasarathy and Shewmon [5], who
found that at 600 C carbon diﬀuses along Ni GBs four
orders of magnitude faster than in the lattice.
That the 2a ! 2b pathway has a relatively lower Ea
can be understood in terms of the coordination of the
C atom at the transition state and strain on the Ni lattice. First, we have already established [38] that the pre7

For this path a C interstitial at site 1a traverses the full length of
the supercell along [1 1 1], passing by the 2a site, until ﬁnally reaching
its image site in the adjacent supercell.
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ferred C sites, both in the lattice and at this GB, are
highly coordinated (octahedral) sites. The atomic geometry of the 2a ! 2b path most faithfully maintains this
high-coordination preference: at the transition state this
path is 5-fold coordinated, while the 1a ! 1b path is tetrahedrally coordinated. In addition, the atomic relaxation energy expended in straining the Ni lattice at the
1a ! 1b transition state (relative to that of the initial
segregation site) is 0.13 eV larger than for the 2a ! 2b
pathway.
From a phenomenological standpoint, GB diﬀusion
and segregation appear to be correlated phenomena,
as strongly attractive segregation sites – deep minima
on the potential energy surface – often exhibit slower
rates of GB diﬀusion through the so-called ‘‘trapping’’
eﬀect [2]. While our prediction of larger Ea for the
more-strongly bound 1a site (relative to 2a) is qualitatively consistent with this notion, the excess binding energy of this site (0.07 eV FM, 0.03 eV NM) is too small
to account for the large 0.3 eV diﬀerence in Ea for
½1 1 0-directed migration. An additional mechanism
for trapping could arise from the condensation of segregated C into checkerboard islands, since detachment
from an island is an endothermic process.
In contrast to the low-energy ½1 1 0 pathways, the
(NM) pathway perpendicular to the tilt axis (Fig 3, bottom panel) is characterized by larger activation energies,
and is signiﬁcantly more complicated, exhibiting four
energy barriers along the reaction coordinate. This path
is also nearly three times longer, reﬂecting both the
greater distance between the NEB endpoints, and the
substantial degree of atomic relaxation accompanying
the migration. Fig. 4 depicts the atomic conﬁguration
at various points along this pathway. As expected, there
is a low-energy channel about half-way through (7–9 Å)
the migration, where the C passes through site 2 (see
Fig. 4(e) and (f)). The largest energy barriers occur near
the beginning and end of the path, corresponding to
conﬁgurations where C traverses the energetically unfavorable (low free-volume) cap sites (see Fig. 4(b) and (g)).
The largest barrier of Ea = 1.72 eV occurs at the end of
the migration, and is comparable in size to that of lattice
diﬀusion. The atomic conﬁgurations corresponding to
this barrier are shown in Fig. 4(g) and (h), and are characterized by a slight canting of the grains, despite the
fact that the atoms far from the boundary were held
ﬁxed. 8 This eﬀect is most likely an artifact of our relatively small supercell. In the limit of an inﬁnitely large
supercell, we would not expect to see such collective
behavior, since the interior portions of the grains would
be relatively immobile. We therefore expect that the

8

Releasing the ﬁxed atoms results in an even larger canting – which
we believe is unphysical – and a substantial decrease in Ea to about
1 eV.
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NM ∆E
FM ∆E
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Energy relative to first geometry (eV)
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Total supercell magnetic moment (µB)
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Hyperdistance along path (Å)

14
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Fig. 3. Activation energies (circles, left ordinate) and total supercell magnetic moments (squares, right ordinate) for interstitial C diﬀusion along
three pathways within the Ni R3 GB and in bulk Ni, as calculated with the nudged elastic band method. The energy zero for each pathway is set to
the formation energy of its initial geometry. Data for bulk diﬀusion is taken from [38].

(a)1

(b)3

(c)4

(d)7

(e) 9

(f) 11

(g) 14

(h) 16

Fig. 4. Atomic structure of the Ni R3 GB at various stages along the 1a ! 1a C diﬀusion pathway, perpendicular to the tilt axis. The position of the
C atom is given by the small circle, and the atoms are color-coded to reﬂect their displacement along ½1 1 0, which is normal to the page. In this
projection, the C migrates from left to right along [1 1 1]. The caption gives the corresponding image number from the energy proﬁle in Fig. 3, lower
panel.

calculated Ea for this barrier is a lower bound to the
true Ea.
Based on the substantial diﬀerence in Eas for GB diffusion along these perpendicular paths – at least 1 eV in
the NM state – our calculations predict a large anisotropy in diﬀusivity for this model GB. Diﬀusion along
Æ1 1 0æ ‘‘channels’’ should be much faster than lattice diffusion, while diﬀusion along [1 1 1] should be slower. Of

course the diﬀusivity in a real GB depends upon the local defect concentration, which would likely moderate
this eﬀect somewhat. Nevertheless, it is instructive to
see how large the anisotropy could be in an ideal case.
From a practical standpoint, the possibility of fast
diﬀusion along the tilt axis could impact the surface
composition of highly Æ1 1 0æ-textured ﬁlms, such as
those being investigated for use in MEMS. In particular,
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electrodeposited Ni–Mn alloys (with greater than 0.2
wt% Mn) exhibit a Æ1 1 0æ texture parallel to the growth
direction [46], and are also known to have a microstructure containing the R3 boundary discussed herein [27].
The small Eas found here for GB diﬀusion along
Æ1 1 0æ could lead to enhanced mass transport along
the columnar grains, facilitating surface segregation.
Shifting focus now to the ferromagnetic NEB calculations, Fig. 3 plots both the FM energy proﬁles (open circles) and total supercell magnetic moments (squares) as
a function of hyperdistance for each of the GB diﬀusion
pathways. For the most part, the addition of Ni ferromagnetism results in only a small change to the NM
Eas, consistent with earlier theoretical [38] and experimental [47] studies of lattice diﬀusion. For diﬀusion parallel to the tilt axis, the FM change to the 1a ! 1b Ea is
about 40 meV, while for the 2a ! 2b path the change is
negligible (see Table 3). In both cases, the shape of the
energy proﬁle is virtually unchanged. This insensitivity
to magnetism is to a large extent duplicated for the
[1 1 1] path, where the heights of the ﬁrst three barriers
are similar to those found in the NM calculation. However, there is an increase of 0.2 eV for the fourth (and
largest) Ea which coincides with the C passing between
the most compressed GB sites. The general shape of this
pathway is also similar to that found for the NM state.
Overall, the appearance of large energy barriers coincides with minima in the total magnetization.
Because C disrupts Ni ferromagnetism [30], and
changes in C coordination in the course of diﬀusion
could in principle alter this disruption, one might expect
a substantial change in Ea proﬁles upon inclusion of spin
polarization eﬀects. That this is not the case can be
understood by recalling that Ni has a relatively small
magnetization energy, Emag  55 meV. (The calculated
GGA magnetic moment in fcc Ni is 0.62lB [38]). Therefore, a large change in magnetization, similar to completely extinguishing the moments on two atoms,
would be needed to alter energetics by about 0.1 eV.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the supercell magnetic moment
(Mtot) varies by less than 3% (<1lB) as a function of
hyperdistance across all pathways. The combination of
these two eﬀects – NiÕs small Emag and small variations
in Mtot – results in Eas which are largely unchanged
by Ni magnetism.
Finally, we have brieﬂy considered the eﬀect of segregant concentration upon Ea: that is, do higher coverages of segregated C retard GB diﬀusion? Earlier we
referred to the notion that strongly attractive GB sites
generally exhibit slower rates of GB diﬀusion, which is
in qualitative agreement with our calculated Eas for
diﬀusion along the tilt axis at h ¼ 14. On the other
hand, large (negative) heats of segregation could result
in a high solute enrichment in the boundary region,
which would slow diﬀusion through ‘‘stuﬃng’’ of the
GB [2].
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To explore the coverage dependence of GB diﬀusion
we have re-evaluated the Æ1 1 0æ-directed 2a ! 2b diﬀusion pathway with the 1b site occupied (h = 0.5). For
both magnetic states, we ﬁnd that the shapes of the energy proﬁles are similar to that of Fig. 3 (top left), however, there is a small increase in the second Ea peak of
about 0.1 eV which appears as the diﬀusing C approaches the occupied 1b site. This suggests that while
higher concentrations of segregated C may impede GB
diﬀusion, the coverage eﬀect is weak for this diﬀusion
mechanism.
6. Conclusion
We have used density functional theory to study the
segregation and diﬀusion of C interstitials at a Ni R3
GB. The impact of Ni magnetism was assessed by comparing results for the heat of segregation and diﬀusion
energy barriers (Ea) with, and without, spin polarization. For segregation to a C-free boundary, we identiﬁed
two unique GB sites with favorable segregation energies
of about 0.25 eV in the NM Ni state, and 0.35 eV in
the FM state. Segregation is generally enhanced by 0.1–
0.2 eV in the FM state because C interstitials suppress
Ni ferromagnetism – an energetically unfavorable process – and this eﬀect is minimized for sites at the GB relative to sites in the lattice. By examining several ordered
structures, we identiﬁed a ‘‘checkerboard’’ geometry as
the most favorable conﬁguration for GB-segregated C,
with a heat of segregation approaching 0.5 eV/C atom
(FM).
Large-scale nudged elastic band calculations were
used to evaluate Eas for C GB diﬀusion along three
pathways between favorable segregation sites, at a coverage approximating isolated C atoms. Based on the relative sizes of Ea, GB diﬀusion is predicted to be highly
anisotropic. Migration parallel to the tilt axis exhibited
Eas less than half the size (0.44 and 0.77 eV) found for
lattice diﬀusion (1.62 eV), consistent with experimental
reports of fast GB diﬀusion in Ni–C alloys [5]. In contrast, Eas perpendicular to the tilt axis were comparable
to the lattice Ea. Diﬀusion in the presence of higher levels of segregated C ð12 MLÞ was characterized by a small
(0.1 eV) increase in activation energy, and should
therefore be slightly slower. Unlike segregation, which
is sensitive to magnetic eﬀects, diﬀusion energy barriers
were found to be (with one exception) largely independent of the Ni magnetic state.
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